
New Business Operational Cycles

Dear Friends!

In a view of the recent events in Lebanon,
we are ready to offer our immediate
assistance and expertise in
effective relocating your business
operational cycles to/via Cyprus legal
entities and Cyprus banks.
We are offering a tailor-made solutions
in incorporation and administration of legal
entities, corporate and individual tax
structuring, accounting & audit as well as
Banking options for corporate and individual
clients.

 After the recent events and the

obstacles faced in doing business through
Lebanon our firm can assist you in opening a
Bank account in Cyprus for your Lebanese
company or clientele and where needed to
establish a Cypriot limited liability company
to facilitate your business. Our specialists
can assist you and provide valuable advice
in accordance with your needs to smoothly
continue your business through Cyprus.

Being in business since 1997 our Group

of companies can assist you to achieve your
targets efficiently and hassle-free. Namely
M.C. Fandeos Co Ltd www.fandeos.com
focuses on accounting, VAT and auditing
ma t t e rs , CMF Business Consultants
Ltd www.CMFCY.com specialises in
company formations and administrative
matters such as being an introducer to most
banks in Cyprus can assist you with the
establishment of a company and opening a
Bank account. Last but not least Taxman
International Ltd specialises in tax matters
and correct structures tax-wise to avoid
any tax surprises in the future. 

http://www.fandeos.com
http://www.cmfcy.com


Cyprus has a business friendly

infrastructure. It is a member of the EU and
member of the Eurozone. Cyprus offers a
stable environment to conduct your
business through a European company and
or a European regulated bank. In addition
Cyprus has an efficient and comprehensive
tax system with corporate incentives making
it a favourable jurisdiction to conduct your
business.

Please contact us via office@fandeos.com
 for more details 

Τηλ: +357 25 024 500

Email: Office@fandeos.com

web: www.fandeos.com
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